
3. Background

1. Start Scratch

2. Start Creating

Start your web browser then go to 
www.scratch.mit.edu

www.scratch.mit.edu

Click Create.
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Load a background with some stars.

www.scratch.mit.edu

To the right of the 
screen, click the 
Stage icon.

Choose the 
Backdrops tab.

Click Choose a 
backdrop 
(bottom right 
corner of screen).

Select Stars.

Lesson 5 - Asteroids 
Approaching

As you head for home the ship’s sensors pick 
up an asteroid cloud heading this way at 
34,000 mph.

Draw your spaceship, then use code to try 
and take evasive action!
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5. Start Drawing

4. Add The Asteroids

2

Select the 
ellipse tool.

Pick a 
brown 
colour.

Draw a small 
asteroid near the 
centre of the 
drawing area.

Add some more 
different sized 
asteroids.  You 
can always add 
more later or rub 
some out. 

Keep them near the middle.

6. Add A Variable

The approaching asteroid cloud is going to get faster and faster. To make this work this we need a 
place in our code to store its speed. We will use a variable to do this.

Click the Code tab.

Click the Make a 
Variable button.

speed Type in speed

Click OK

Choose 
Variables.

Hover 
over this 
button.

Move your 
mouse up to 
the brush icon 
then click it.

Paint
Convert to Bitmap

Click ‘Convert 
to Bitmap’.

11

100

67

Choose 
filled.
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7. Asteroid Code

8. Test Your Code

3

Run this code when the green flag is clicked:

Set the starting speed to minus one.

Move the asteroid cloud back to the far right of the screen.

Keep repeating this code forever:

Move the asteroid cloud to the left, depending on the speed.

Add this code to move the asteroid cloud.

Click the Green flag to test your code.

The asteroid cloud should start moving slowly across the 
screen. When it reaches the edge on the left, it should 
jump back across to the right and slightly speed up.

If the cloud gets stuck at the left hand side, or jumps 
back too early, change the -200 to -180 or -200.

Set the starting position to be on the right hand side of the screen.

If the cloud has reached the left hand side of the screen then:

Make the speed of the asteroid cloud increase. (The  
number needs to be negative to move it left).

Right-click the cat sprite then 
click delete. 

9. No Cats in space!

10a. Draw The Spaceship 10b. Import The Spaceship

or

Open a New Tab 
in your browser.

Visit www.lgfl.net and 
download the spaceship.

Let your mouse hover over 
this button. (Second from the 
right, bottom of the screen).

Move your mouse up to the 
brush icon, then click it.

Now we need to add a sprite for Tazz’s spaceship. You can either draw it or import it: 

Paint

Now go to step 11.

Let your mouse hover over 
the choose sprite button.

Upload Move your mouse to the 
upload sprite, then click it.

Browse to find your image.

Now go to step 15.

Convert to Bitmap
Click ‘Convert 
to Bitmap’.
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11. Start Drawing

12. Add Lines

13. Add the Engine

Start drawing the engine. Draw a second line. Add a final third line.

Select the fill 
with colour 
tool. Fill the engine with colour.

Pick dark 
grey.

Fill in the front of the spaceship.
Pick
light grey.

14. Finishing Touches

Add some 
finishing touches 
to your spaceship.

UKSA

67

1

57

0

0

84

Drag to 
create a 
rectangle 
shape.

Pick white.

Select the 
rectangle tool. Choose filled.

Filled Outlined

0

0

100

0

0

84Choose the 
line tool.

Pick light grey.
Make the 
line thicker.

Draw two lines to make the front of the spaceship.

If you make a mistake click the 
undo button and try again.

20
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15. Spaceship Code

16. Test Your Code

5

Run this code when the green flag is clicked:

Shrink the spaceship down to 25%.

Keep repeating the code below until the ship hits an 
asteroid:

If the up arrow is pressed run this code:

To guide the spaceship through the asteroid cloud we need to add some code:

Click the Green flag to test your code.

The asteroids will move as before. The spaceship should now move up or down when the 
appropriate arrow keys are pressed. If the spaceship hits an asteroid the game will stop. How long 
can you survive in the asteroid belt? What speed do the asteroids get to?

If the code doesn’t work check that you have all the blocks in the correct place. Make sure you have 
put the -5 and 5 values in the correct place. Check the if blocks are set up with one below the other, 
not one inside the other.

Position it in the exact centre of the screen.

Make the spaceship move up the screen.

If the down arrow is pressed run this code:

Make the spaceship move down the screen.

Keep looping

When the spaceship does get hit show a message.

Stop the whole program.

Click the Code tab.
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Experiment

Challenges

Change the number in the change y blocks and see if makes it 
easier to avoid the asteroids. What do you think is the best value?

Try -2 or -3 in the change speed block. What happens?

Make the asteroids rotate slowly as they move across the screen.  Add a code block to do this 
in the main loop, where the x value of the asteroid is changed.

Add more details to the asteroids.  You may have to change the code that checks to see if 
they have hit the spaceship if you change their colours.

Add code so that the spaceship can move to the left or right to avoid asteroids.

Are there any other ways you could protect the ship from the asteroids?

Make a message appear at the start of the program, warning you that asteroids have been 
detected.
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